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Today’s Schedule

•  Indices
•  Validity vs. Reliability



Quiz (1)

•  What does Jerven say is surprising about Nigeria’s economic news?

•  A. It struck a new trade deal with South Africa.

•  B. It is now the world’s leading exporter of copper.

•  C. It took over leadership of the African Union.

•  D. Its revised GDP is much higher than expected.



Quiz (2)

•  2)Where does the first part of the NPR interview on GDP take place?

•  (a) A grocery store.

•  (b) An office.

•  (c) A factory.

•  (d) A home living room. 



Quiz (3)

•  The video on GDP uses what product to demonstrate the impact of 
imports on GDP?

•  A. Teddy bears.

•  B. Tennis balls.

•  C. Yo-yos.

•  D. T-shirts.



Not a Quiz

•  What type of measure are each of the following:
•  Temperature in degrees Fahrenheit
•  Type of High School attended: public or private
•  Type of gun: handgun, rifle, or shotgun
•  Level of education completed: Some highschool, high school degree, 2 

year degree, 4 year degree, graduate degree.
•  Annual family income (in dollars)



GDP

•  We use GDP as a proxy measure for a number of related concepts in IR. What 
are some of those concepts?



Indices: Having Your Cake and Eating it Too

•  Multiple measures become a single measure.  Amazing!
•  A single measure capturing multiple dimensions
•  Human Development index = income, health and education

•  But indices require strong assumptions: how each component is weighted
•  Assuming equal weights is still an assumption

•  Math sidenote: equal weights requires rescaling
•  In Groups: How would you calculate the Human Development Index? 



Tech Tip: Factor Analysis (AKA Principal 
Component Analysis)

•  Let’s say I want to measure federalism.  What are some measures that capture 
at least some part of Federalism?

•  Factor Analysis uses each measure to try to predict the others.
•  Those that do the best job of predicting the others get the most weight

•  Better informed assumptions about weighting, but still assumptions



From Concept to Measure: Operationalization

•  Measurement validity vs measurement reliability
•  Am I measuring what I think I’m measuring?

vs
•  If I repeat this observation, am I going to get the same result each time?

•  measure at multiple times, by different people, in different ways



Some sub-types of measurement validity

•  Convergent validity: Is the measure correlated with other well-established 
measures of the same or similar concepts?

•  Discriminant validity: Is the measure distinct from measures of similar, but 
distinct, concepts?

•  Construct validity: Is the measure correlated with other measures as 
predicted by theory 

•  Are we ever going to use this stuff?



Using existing data vs collecting your own
•  Data collection is hard, time consuming and expensive

•  Problems with using existing data:
•  our concept may not match the measure
•  The data may have errors (and we may not understand those errors)



Using existing data

•  Requires “due diligence”
•  Start with the codebook

•  Assess the content validity of the measure
•  Does it match your theory?

•  Does the author have any measure of reliability?
•  Clean the data

•  Look for nonsensical values
•  Examine all outliers



Collecting your own data

•  Coding based on secondary sources
•  Example: Inclusion, Dispersion, and Constraints data
•  Example: Lexis-Nexis-based measure of investment-relevant news coverage

•  Surveys
•  Example: Manager surveys in Georgia and the Philippines
•  Example: 

•  Experiments 
•  Lab experiments
•  Field experiments

•  Historical case studies
•  Ethnographies


